
[FINAL]                                 Dr. A. Pettit  
 Professor of English  •  University Distinguished Teaching Professor  •   

Affiliated Faculty in Women’s and Gender Studies 
 

ENGL 3000: Introduction to Literary Analysis  •  Spring 2020 
Section 002: T/Th, 11:00‒12:20; remote/Zoom 

Section 005: T/Th, 2:00‒3:20; remote/Zoom 
Section 006: M/W, 2:00‒3:20; remote/Zoom 

 
Ideally, syllabuses record firm commitments. These are not ideal times, and unforeseeable 
emergencies may necessitate the alteration of this syllabus. Students are nonetheless 
responsible for all information recorded and referenced in this syllabus.  

COURSE DESCRIPTION (UNT CATALOGUE). “Prepares majors to understand literature and to articu-
late their understanding in essays supported by carefully analyzed evidence from assigned works. Covers 
basic critical vocabulary, the major literary genres (poetry, drama, fiction) and the conventions that 
govern these genres. Students learn to evaluate multiple interpretations of a text.”  
 
THIS SECTION . . . will be delivered remotely, in real time. I’ll lecture some, mostly in meetings that 
introduce new material. Otherwise, this will be a discussion class—a challenge with Zoom, but one I’m 
sure we can meet. In designing this course, I have been guided by both enthusiasm for this diverse 
material and my recognition that “articulating [one’s] understanding” in prose requires a grasp of basic 
grammar, punctuation, and usage; an awareness of accepted conventions of style; and a level of vocab-
ulary, technical and otherwise, appropriate to English majors. With respect to our own interpretations, 
please be assured that I respect all informed comments, whether or not they accord with my own 
perspectives, and please know that I expect a similar generosity from my students.  
 
REQUIRED TEXTS. Books are available at UNT’s Barnes & Noble outlet. UNT’s licensing agreement 
allows students to download a substantial percentage of Garner’s Chicago Guide, free: call it up on the 
library catalogue and follow directions. The most pertinent sections are I; II (through p. 194); V; Select 
Glossary; and, a bit less importantly, General Index. The book is also available as an “etextbook”; at last 
word, Barnes & Noble was looking into making this format available. 
  

ISBN / ASIN AUTHOR  / ED. TITLE PUBLISHER WILLIS 
978-0395393918 Cook, C. K. Line by Line: How to Edit Your Own Writing H. M. Harcourt 1 copy in stacks 
B01ET2CL92 Garner, B. A. Chicago Guide to Grammar, Usage . . . U. of Chicago P. e-book  
978-0393420463 Mays, K. J. (ed.) Norton Intro to Literature (Portable 13th ed.) Norton n/a 

 
OFFICE HOURS are via Zoom and by appointment. Please email me at alex.pettit@unt.edu, 24 hours 
before your desired time. List alternate times. I will  schedule extra office hours in advance of due-dates 
for papers. Sometimes I’m able to linger after class.  
 
HOME TRUTHS. 1) this class requires hard work and a considerable investment of time; 2) deadlines are 
inflexible, except as stipulated by UNT Policy 06.039, “Student Attendance and Authorized Absences”; 
3) the study of literature is difficult and time-consuming, in addition to being immeasurably wonderful; 
4) the composition of academic essays is difficult and time-consuming, in addition to being maddening; 
5) your investment of time does not guarantee a high grade, but withholding that investment will likely 
result in a low one; 6) some stress is intrinsic to the process of learning in an institutional context, even in 
better times than these; 7) classes are communities, and your regular participation is essential to the 
greater good of this community; 8) the pandemic sucks; in-person classes are better than online classes; 
and we can either get bogged down in that or move ahead determinedly and, I hope, excitedly, too. 
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TIPS & A CAVEAT. Read plays and stories twice; read poems repeatedly. You’ll learn more and get higher 
grades. Read about the authors online. We take these works as we find them, and we’ll find that some 
contain tough subject matter. Neither UNT nor the Department of English has a “trigger warning” policy.  
 
CANVAS. Canvas is the repository of all things course-related. Please do not ask me technical questions 
about Canvas, which ignorance and insecurity may compel me to answer maliciously. Rather, contact the 
CLEAR student helpdesk (see https://it.unt.edu/help-desk-resources-students). 
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS. I will post announcements on Canvas. Once you’ve set your “Notifications” 
properly, these will reach you as emails. See: https://community.canvaslms.com/docs/DOC-10624.  
 
ZOOM: PROCEDURES, OPTIONS, AND ETIQUETTE.  
 
о From Canvas, select “Zoom.” I’ve activated the “join before host” feature, which allows students 

to arrive early and chat. I encourage arriving early and chatting. 
о I expect all of us to use polite speech, to exhibit respect for diverse perspectives, to participate 

regularly and in an informed manner, and to manifest a commitment to the intellectual enrich-
ment of the group.  

о Please identify yourself by your correct last name on your Zoom screen, so I may address you 
properly. If you use a given name other than the one I have on my grade sheet, please inform me 
of this. Feel free to list your preferred pronouns, too. 

о Students may choose to activate or not to activate their video function. My preference is for 
video access, which promotes community and helps me get to know you better. 

о Getting my attention: use the “raised hand” function. If that doesn’t catch my eye, feel free 
politely to interrupt me. The “chat” function disorients me. 

о I will record each meeting on “the cloud,” accessible by Zoom: select “Cloud Recordings” from 
the Zoom page. If you miss a class (see “Attendance,” below), you’ll need to know this. 

 
WRITING GROUPS (Zoom). For the three writing groups, or peer-critique sessions, we will use Zoom’s 
“breakout rooms” feature. If I twirl the knobs and dials just right, I’ll be able to roam from group to group. 
 
CONNECTIVITY PROBLEMS. Many of us will experience “connectivity” problems this term. One 
safeguard: install the Canvas app on your phone. See https://clear.unt.edu/supported-technologies/ 
canvas/requirements; under “Mobile Guides: Canvas Student Apps,” select “Android” or “iOS.” 
 
Here’s what to do if things do go catawampus: 
о Breathe deeply and remind yourself that any credible formulation of the afterlife excludes all but 

the most genial forms of modern technology. (Record players come to mind. And toasters.) 
о Stay in the session if you can; e.g., if the video isn’t working well or at all, tough it out. 
о If circumstances allow you to do so, send me a “chat” message informing me of the problem. 
о If you are unable to participate, email me as soon as possible in order that I may make a reason-

able accommodation.  
о If my system crashes, I should (should) be able to move over to my phone.  
 
Technological wizardry is rarely prominent in the skill set of older faculty. Please be patient. 
 
QUIZZES: W&P’s & L&A’s. You will take two different kinds of multiple choice quizzes this term. Make-
ups are allowed only per “Student Attendance” (Policy 06.039), IV.A. 
 

https://it.unt.edu/help-desk-resources-students
https://community.canvaslms.com/docs/DOC-10624
https://clear.unt.edu/supported-technologies/canvas/requirements
https://clear.unt.edu/supported-technologies/canvas/requirements
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о Open-book Word and Punctuation (W&P) Quizzes will cover readings from Garner and Cook, as 

well as vocabulary from Mays and the Bergen Evans Vocabulary Program. Units from the Evans 
program are available under Zoom/Cloud Recordings. These quizzes will post most Saturdays; 
you will have until the following Friday, 5:00 p.m., to complete them. Study Guides are posted. 
This is independent study work. I do not plan regularly to discuss grammar and vocabulary in 
class but will be glad to meet with students requiring help beyond what the books offer. 

 
о Literature & Analysis (L&A) Quizzes will be delivered in real time, usually on the first class period 

devoted to the discussion of a new unit or work. These will cover the assigned reading from the 
anthology. The first L&A Quiz will include questions about this admittedly sub-literary syllabus. 
See schedule, below, for details. 

 
о Grading rubric: 0‒20 points; one point per correct answer on twenty-item quizzes; two points per 

answer on ten-item quizzes. For alphanumeric conversions, see “Grade Conversion.” 
 
PAPERS (PERSUASIVE ESSAYS) 
 
о You will write three 600‒650 word essays, one per genre, following prompts that I will provide. 

These are persuasive (i.e., argumentative or thesis-driven) essays. For information, see the three 
documents entitled “ENGL 3000: Paper 1 [Genre].”  

о The grading rubric appears on Canvas’s assignment page and in the documents identified in the 
previous item. The scale is 0‒20 points. For alphanumeric equivalents, see “Grade Conversion.”  

о I grade papers rigorously: averages tend to fall in the B-/C+ range. Fear not: we’ll talk about 
writing in class and, if you’d like, during office hours. Of course, the W&P materials are meant to 
help you learn to write well. See also my detailed document on “Writing Persuasive Essays.” 

 
CALCULATING & POSTING GRADES.  
 
о Twenty percent of your final grade will be based on W&P Quizzes, after I drop your lowest indi-

vidual W&P grade. 
о Twenty percent of your final grade will be based on L&A Quizzes, after I drop your lowest indi-

vidual L&A grade.  
о The remaining sixty percent will be apportioned equally among your three papers (i.e., each 

paper is worth twenty percent of your final grade). 
о I reserve the right slightly to increase final grades in recognition of extraordinary participation 

and dedication, which I judge qualitatively, not quantitatively. 
о I am using Canvas’s Gradebook feature for the first time. Please monitor your progress. If you see 

a problem, don’t panic. Do, however, contact me, calmly. 
 
For information on appealing grades (I mean information on formally objecting to grades, not on grades 
of particular allure), see UNT Policy 06.040, “Grade Appeals.” 
 
LATE PAPERS? INCOMPLETES? No. No. 
 
ATTENDANCE POLICY. Policy in this matter is set by the Office of the Provost and applied by faculty. 
Students should be familiar with UNT’s policy on “Student Attendance” (Policy 06.039) and with my 
application of it, as stated here.  
 
To apply helpful language from UNT’s Office of Disability Accommodations, “the fundamental nature of 
[this class relies] on student participation as an essential method for learning.” Interactive discussion—
between professor and students and among students—is the medium through which we communally 
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engage the material. In order to prevent the diminution of your and your fellow students’ educational 
experience, I require regular attendance and regular attentiveness.  
 
Per Policy 06.039, I assert my authority “[to] lower a student’s grade where class attendance and class 
participation are deemed essential by the faculty member” (“Student Attendance” [Policy 06.039], III.B).  
 
Excepting instances covered by UNT’s statement on “Teaching Remote During the COVID-19 Pandemic” 
(see below), students may miss three classes without explanation or penalty. A fourth absence is 
allowable if it results from one of the following: “1. religious holy day, including travel for that purpose; 
2. active military service, including travel for that purpose; 3. participation in an official university 
function; 4. illness or other extenuating circumstances; 5. pregnancy and parenting under Title IX; and 6. 
when the University is officially closed” (“Student Attendance,” IV.A). I consider the three unquestioned 
absences likely to cover all absences due to “extenuating circumstances.” Students who cannot verify 
illnesses with doctors’ notes should refer to “Student Attendance,” IV.F. Late arrivals and early 
departures count as half-absences. Students who miss classes should listen to the recorded sessions. 
 

Statement from UNT, re: “Guidelines for Remote Teaching During the COVID-19 Pandemic”:  
 

While attendance is expected as outlined above, it is important for all of us to be mindful of the 
health and safety of everyone in our community, especially given concerns about COVID-19. 
Please contact [your instructor] if you are unable to attend class because you are ill or unable to 
attend class due to a related issue regarding COVID-19. It is important that you communicate 
with [your instructor] prior to being absent . . . so [they] may make a decision about accom-
modating your request to be excused from class. 

 
If you are experiencing cough, shortness of breath or difficulty breathing, fever, or any of the 
other possible symptoms of COVID-19 (https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/ 
symptoms-testing/symptoms.html) please seek medical attention from the Student Health 
and Wellness Center (940-565-2333 or askSHWC@unt.edu) or your health care provider. 
While attendance is an important part of succeeding in this class, your own health, and those 
of others in the community, is more important. 

 
Students who exceed the allowable number of absences—as stipulated by my application of UNT policy, 
modified per COVID-19 statement, as appropriate—will receive the final grade of “F” or, pending a my 
receipt of a written request within the period authorized by UNT’s academic calendar, a “WF.”  
 
Students with ODA-issued requests for accommodation should refer the pertinent section, below. 
 
ACADEMIC DISHONESTY / PLAGIARISM. “According to UNT Policy 06.003 ‘Student Academic 
Integrity,’ academic dishonesty occurs when students engage in behaviors including, but not limited to 
cheating, fabrication, facilitating academic dishonesty, forgery, plagiarism, and sabotage. A finding of 
academic dishonesty may result in a range of academic penalties or sanctions ranging from admonition 
to expulsion from the University” (UNT Policy 06.049, “Standard Syllabus Statements,” p. 1). UNT 
defines plagiarism as “[the] use of another’s thoughts or words without proper attribution in any 
academic exercise, regardless of the student’s intent” (Policy 06.003, p. 2). In the academic community, 
plagiarism is an extremely serious offence. It’s also a foolish one, given the ease of detection. Students 
who submit plagiarized work will be dropped from the class and assigned a final grade of “F,” per an 
option authorized in UNT Policy 06.003, pp. 4–5. 
 
EMAIL. My address is alex.pettit@unt.edu; I check this account on weekdays until 5:00, excepting 
holidays and breaks. This is a professional account: please do not send chatty memos, bulk memos, or 

http://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/symptoms-
http://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/symptoms-
http://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/symptoms-
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memos informing me of the obvious (for example, stating that you won’t be in class on a certain day). 
Emails must identify the course-number and topic in the subject line (e.g., “ENGL 3000: Possible topic for 
paper”). Memoranda should open and close professionally; e.g., “Dear Dr. Pettit” and “Sincerely.” Prefer 
class and office hours for substantive discussions of the course material.  
 
DISRUPTIVE BEHAVIOR!  UNT defines “DISRUPTIVE BEHAVIOR” as “actions that distract the class from ... 
discussion” and “behavior that interferes with the learning and teaching environment and/or the 
administrative student services function of the university” (“Responding to DISRUPTIVE STUDENT 
BEHAVIOR”  and “Code of Student Conduct”). These policies apply to all classes, remote or in-person. Of 
the various behaviors that qualify, I note particularly the whimsical wandering into and out of the 
classroom, or, now , the “meeting.” I will respond to initial infractions by meeting with the student in 
question. Per “DISRUPTIVE STUDENT BEHAVIOR,”  I will refer cases of DISRUPTIVE BEHAVIOR that I cannot 
personally resolve to the Dean of Students. If you have a condition that requires special consideration, 
please see information on the Office of Disability Accommodations, below. 

State Bill 212 (2019): REPORTING SEXUAL MISCONDUCT. From UNT’s explanatory memo (posted): 

“The law requires an employee to make a report any time an ‘employee of a postsecondary 
educational institution . . . witnesses or receives information’ regarding an incident that ‘the 
employee reasonably believes constitutes sexual harassment, sexual assault, dating violence, or 
stalking’ either committed by or against ‘a student enrolled at or an employee of the institution 
at the time of the incident.’  The requirement applies not only when both the reported victim and 
perpetrator are affiliated with UNT, but also if a UNT community member is victimized by or 
victimizes an individual with no affiliation to UNT. The employee reporting obligation only exists, 
though, when the employee witnesses or receives information regarding sexual harassment, 
sexual assault, dating violence, or stalking ‘in the course and scope of [the employee’s] employ-
ment.’ . . . There is nothing in the law suggesting that an employee is relieved of their 
individual obligation to report because they know another employee has already reported 
the same misconduct.” (Emphasis in original.) 

As I understand it, UNT is interpreting the law as not bound by a statutory period. In other words, 
employees must report all heard or overheard instances of sexual misconduct, recent or not. 
 
In order that students may retain maximum control over their lives, I ask and encourage students to take 
the following steps when they wish to report instances of sexual misconduct: 
 
о Know that UNT has a system for reporting these cases and that it is administered by trained 

professionals. This from UNT’s memo, as above: “All types of misconduct can be reported at 
report.unt. edu or via email at TitleIX@unt.edu. Contact information for Title IX Coordinators 
can be found online, along with additional information on sexual misconduct. They can be 
contacted to file a report or to answer questions regarding reporting requirements.” 

 
о Know that UNT has a range of services devoted to student health and safety. See, on Canvas, 

“Academic Support & Student Services.” 
 
о Please do not mention instances of sexual misconduct, past or present, to me during con-

versations, in class, or in your writing, even if doing so seems pertinent to the class material. 
 
EMERGENCY NOTIFICATION & PROCEDURES. “UNT uses a system called Eagle Alert to quickly notify 
students with critical information in the event of an emergency (i.e., severe weather, campus closing, and 

https://deanofstudents.unt.edu/report
mailto:TitleIX@unt.edu
https://edo.unt.edu/title-ix
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health and public safety emergencies like chemical spills, fires, or violence). In the event of a university 
closure, please refer to Canvas for contingency plans for covering course material” (UNT Policy 06.049). 
 
FROM THE OFFICE OF DISABILITY ACCOMMODATION. “The University of North Texas makes reason-
able academic accommodation for students with disabilities. Students seeking accommodation must 
first register with the Office of Disability Accommodation (ODA) to verify their eligibility. If a disability is 
verified, the ODA will provide you with an accommodation letter to be delivered to faculty to begin a 
private discussion regarding your specific needs in a course. You may request accommodations at any 
time[;] however, ODA notices of accommodation should be provided as early as possible in the semester 
to avoid any delay in implementation. Note that students must obtain a new letter of accommodation 
for every semester and must meet with each faculty member prior to implementation in each class. For 
additional information see the Office of Disability Accommodation website at http://www.unt.edu/oda” 
(UNT Policy 06.049, p. 1). You may also call the ODA at 940/565-4323. 
 
I am committed to working with the ODA in order to ensure the equitable treatment and “reasonable 
accommodation” of all UNT students. Per the ODA’s website, further examination of a request for 
accommodation may be necessary when “a faculty member determines that he/she cannot provide a 
reasonable accommodation that does not fundamentally or substantially modify course, program or 
degree standards.” I review requests on a case-by-case basis and will contact you and/or the ODA for 
clarification if necessary. Students wishing to discuss an ODA-related attendance modification should 
familiarize themselves with the ODA document entitled “Modification of Course Attendance Policy 
Guidance” and initiate a discussion of it with me early in the term, in order to ensure compliance. 
 
SCHEDULE. Unless noted otherwise, reading for the week must be completed by that week’s first 
meeting.  Readings from Mays comprise primary texts as well as commentary by Mays and others.  
 

WEEK # / OF                           READINGS, QUIZZES, DUE-DATES, AND NOTES 

UNIT 1: DRAMA 
1.  8/24/20 Read (first meeting): syllabus & documents noted therein 

Read (second meeting): Mays, 650-52, 676-85 
2.  8/31/20 Read: Mays, 652-70, including Glaspell, Trifles 

L&A Quiz 1: syllabus; Mays (wks. 1, 2), including Trifles  
W&P Quiz 1: See W&P Study Guide 1 for coverage. Due Friday, 9/4, 5:00 p.m. 

3.  9/7/20 Read: Hansberry, A Raisin in the Sun (in Mays) 
L&A Quiz 2: Hansberry, A Raisin in the Sun 
W&P Quiz 2: see W&P Study Guide 2 for coverage. Due Friday, 9/11, 5:00 p.m. 
NOTE: Section 006 will not meet on Monday (Labor Day) 

4.  9/14/20 Reread: Hansberry, Raisin 
W&P Quiz 3: see W&P Study Guide 3 for coverage. Due Friday, 9/18, 5:00 p.m. 

5.  9/21/20 Read: Cook: introduction, chapter 5  
Review: W&P Study Guides 1-3 and materials they reference 
W&P Quiz 4: see W&P Study Guide 4 for coverage. Due Friday,  9/25, 5:00 p.m. 

6.  9/28/20 First meeting: writing groups in breakout rooms (Canvas), assigned and monitored by AP 
Second meeting: classes preempted by extended office hours 

UNIT 2: POETRY 
7.  10/5/20 
 
 
           
           
          → 

Read (first meeting): Mays, 398-402 
Read (second meeting): Mays, 402-22: commentary; poems by Frost; Hardy; O’Hara; Behn; 
   for dramatic monologue: https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/43768/my-last-duchess 
L&A Quiz 5: on this week’s reading from Mays 
W&P Quiz 5: see W&P Study Guide 5 for coverage. Due Friday, 10/9, 5:00 p.m. 
Due: paper on drama due Monday, 10/5, 8:00 a.m. 

http://www.unt.edu/oda
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/43768/my-last-duchess
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8.  10/12/20 Read: Mays, 428-41: commentary; poems by Knight, Stallings, Parker, Hughes, Bishop 
L&A Quiz 6: on this week’s reading from Mays 
W&P Quiz 6: see W&P Study Guide 6 for coverage. Due Friday, Friday, 10/16, 5:00 p.m. 

9.  10/19/20 Read: Mays, 486-502: commentary; poems by McKay, Boss, Dickinson, Wordsworth, Donne 
L&A Quiz 7: this week’s reading from Mays 
W&P Quiz 7: see W&P Study Guide 7 for coverage. Due Friday, 10/23, 5:00 p.m. 

10.  10/26/20 First meeting: Mays, 566-70: commentary; sonnets by Shakespeare (“That time of year” [p.  
   490]); Milton; Millay (“What lips my lips have kissed”); Brooks 
Second meeting: writing groups 
L&A Quiz 7: this week’s reading from Mays 
W&P Quiz 8: see W&P Study Guide 8 for coverage. Due Friday, 10/30, 5:00 p.m. 
Note: extended office hours, Wednesday and Thursday 

UNIT 3: FICTION 
11.  11/2/20 
 
 
           
           → 

Read (first meeting): Mays, from chapter 1: pp. 16-38 
Read (second meeting): Mays, chapter 2 (entire) 
L&A Quiz 8: this week’s reading from Mays 
W&P Quiz 9: see W&P Study Guide 9 for coverage. Due Fri., 11/6, 5:00 p.m. 
Due: paper on poetry due Monday, 11/2, 8:00 a.m. 

12. 11/9/20 Read: Mays, chapters 3 and 4 (entire) 
L&A Quiz 9: this week’s reading from Mays 
W&P Quiz 10: see W&P Study Guide 10 for coverage. Due Fri, 11/13, 5:00 p.m. 

13.  11/16/20 Read: Mays, from chapter 6: pp. 147-52, 164-79 
W&P Quiz 11: see W&P Study Guide 11 for coverage. Due Friday, 11/20, 5:00 p.m. 

14.  11/23/20 Read: O’Conner, “A Good Man Is Hard to Find” (in Mays) 
L&A Quiz 10: “A Good Man Is Hard to Find” 
W&P Quiz 12: see W&P Study Guide 12 for coverage. Due Monday, 11/30, 9:00 a.m. 
Note: classes meet on Monday and Tuesday only. Happy Thanksgiving! 

15.  11/30/20 Read (first class): O’Connor, “A Good Man Is Hard to Find” (in Mays) 
Second class: writing groups  
Note: extended office hours, Wednesday and Thursday 

AND FINALLY . . . 
           → Monday, 12/7, 8:00 a.m.: fiction papers due  

 
 
 
 

And have a ho-ho-happy holiday season! 
 
 

 

 


